
60 YEARS OF THE 1960 TUBE STOCK 
This year marks 60 years of the 1960 Tube Stock on the London Underground.  It began (and ended!) 
with three prototype eight-car trains, which should have led to a complete fleet of trains for the Central 
Line – new driving motor cars and trailers converted from Pre-1938 Tube Stock to run with them.  
However, before we summarise what tuned out to be a very small fleet of prototype trains, we should 
examine how it came to be.   

ORIGINS 

Immediately after the Second World War, it was still intended to complete the extensions to the Northern 
Line and to proceed with extending the Bakerloo Line south of Elephant & Castle to (at least) Camberwell 
Green.  As has been well documented already, none of the Northern Line extensions were completed 
and the Bakerloo extension was initially deferred but later cancelled.  In the case of extra trains for the 
latter, new stock was ordered and built – the 1949 Tube Stock.  This involved new Uncoupling Non 
Driving Motor cars (UNDMs) and trailers, along with the conversion of other cars to make up the extra 
trains, all of which would be married into the 1938 Tube Stock fleet.   

Following the cancellation of the Camberwell extension, it was necessary to revisit the stock 
requirements on the tube lines, and to that end, the extra trains allowed 15 trains of 1938 Tube Stock to 
transfer to operate on the Piccadilly Line.  This threw up extra cars of Pre-1938 Tube Stock to be 
transferred to the Central Line to increase their number of eight-car trains but also to allow the withdrawal 
of the oldest cars of that type.   

In the meanwhile, it had been proposed to replace the Piccadilly Line fleet with new trains of 1952 Tube 
Stock, the design of which was rather a more angular version of the 1938 Tube Stock ‘sunshine window’ 
(or ‘vista dome’) DM car 10306.  Of course, post war austerity didn’t allow for a new fleet of tube stock 
trains1 and thus the situation remained status quo.  A few years later, it was recognised that the Pre-
1938 Tube Stock did need replacing, beginning with those on the Piccadilly Line.  In reality, as the 
Piccadilly had, in general, the newer batches of the Pre-1938 Tube Stock, its replacement would allow 
those to go to the Central Line, many of whose trains were unreliable because many of them had been 
stored for several years during the war, despite having had a rehabilitation at Acton Works in 1946-48.   

To that end, three trains of 1956 Prototype Tube Stock were ordered for the Piccadilly Line, one each 
built by Metro-Cammell, Gloucester and Birmingham, and all three entered service in 1957-58.  A follow-
on order was placed with Metro-Cammell for 76 seven-car trains for the Piccadilly Line, the 1959 Tube 
Stock which, with the three prototypes and 15 trains of 1938 Tube Stock, would give it a line allocation 
of 94 trains.   

ENTER THE 1960 TUBE STOCK 

Having settled for new trains for the Piccadilly Line, plans for new trains for the Central Line had been 
formulated which would follow on after the Piccadilly Line.  That was to be the 1960 Tube Stock and 
again, three prototype trains would be built first.  These would be more radical, in that there would be 
newly-built driving motor cars and an equal number of trailers.  However, the trailers, instead of being 
built new, would be converted from Pre-1938 Tube Stock trailers.  At the time, the 12-door 1931-built 
trailers were less than 30 years old.  There would not, of course, be enough 1931 trailers for the Central 
Line fleet, so a trial was undertaken with two 1927 trailers on the Bakerloo Line in 1957/58 (70518 and 
70545) by converting them with additional end single doors (ex-Acton Works on 27 June 1957 and 17 
January 1958 respectively).  The trial was considered successful, so two further 1927 trailers were 
earmarked for similar treatment, specifically for the 1960 Tube Stock, and the two cars entered Acton 
Works in 1959 for the work to be undertaken.   

Also sent to Acton Works between 1958 and 1960 were eight 1931 trailers and two more 8-door 1927 
trailers, which would not have end doors at that stage2.  Cravens of Sheffield was awarded the contract 
to provide 12 new driving motor cars to run with the converted trailers.  Cravens had already been 
awarded the contract to build the A60 and A62 Stocks for the Metropolitan Line.  While all this was going 
on, there was a change of plan regarding which line’s stock would be replaced first.  It was deemed that 
the Central Line should take priority, not only because of the unreliability of its older Pre-1938 Tube 
Stock, but of the anticipated extra passenger traffic the Eastern Region suburban electrification scheme 
(into Stratford and Liverpool Street) would bring – larger capacity and more reliable trains were 
imperative – and quickly.  Because of those reasons, it was decided to use tried and tested stock on the 

 
1  Any money that was available was being taken up with new trains for the District Line. 
2  Whether these two would have been converted to 12-door cars at a later date if the full plan had come to fruition isn’t 

known. 



Central Line and thus the 1960 Tube Stock concept was dead before it had really got started – the 
prototype trains had been ordered in 1958.  Although the new motor cars had been ordered and work 
on converting trailers had started, it had all been overtaken by events.  It was too late to go back.   

The upshot was that the last 57 seven-car trains of the 1959 Tube Stock for the Piccadilly Line were 
diverted to the Central Line, each train being made up to eight cars by the addition of an extra non 
driving motor car.  The Central Line would then get its own new stock of almost identical design – the 
1962 Tube Stock – and the 57 trains ‘on loan’ from the Piccadilly Line would then go to their rightful line, 
minus the 57 additional NDMs.  Matters were complicated in that the Central Line’s new stock, although 
almost identical and compatible with the 1959 Tube Stock, was to be built by Metro-Cammell (DMs and 
NDMs) and trailers by British Railways at their Derby workshops, replacing a plan for the DMs and NDMs 
to be built by Birmingham, who wished to be relieved of their contract.   

We now return to the 1960 Prototype Tube Stock and the three trains that had been ordered.  If these 
had been successful, a total of 336 new DM cars and 336 trailers converted from Pre-1938 Stock would 
have been provided for the Central Line, making 84 eight-car trains.  This was replaced by a plan that 
the number of converted trailers would be 350, to run with 350 newly-built DMs, to provide 175 four-car 
units or 87½ trains for service.  The hitherto 1956/59 (and subsequent 1962) Stocks were really an 
updated version of the 1938 Tube Stock, but the 1960 Tube Stock motor cars were going to be different.  
Instead of a vertical flat front that the 1956 and 1959 Stocks had, the top section from waist level upwards 
would be sloping very slightly inwards on the cab fronts and car sides, the front roof line would be 
redesigned in a dome shape, which would incorporate the destination blind box with a form of winged 
ventilator above it, vaguely similar to 1938 Tube Stock (instead of vents at each side of the destination 
box as on the 1956 and 1962 Stocks).  Instead of four saloon windows between the doors, there would 
be two much wider and double-glazed windows.  Different interior colour schemes would be trialled, 
along with (on the motor cars) a ‘peg board’ type of material for ceiling panelling.   

The outer ends of the new DM cars would have Wedgelock automatic couplers with the connections 
duplicated to enable ‘A’ ends to be coupled together and ‘D’ ends to be coupled together, along with the 
normal ‘A’ to ‘D’ convention.  This would give greater operational flexibility because trains would be 
turned on the Hainault loop.  Unlike with the Pre-1938 Tube Stock (and subsequently the 1959/62 Tube 
Stocks), where care had to be taken to ensure trains were coupled the right way round, if a unit or train 
of 1960 Stock had become turned, it wouldn’t matter which way round it faced if it had to be coupled to 
another unit.   

The driving motor cars each had four traction motors, two on each bogie, of type LT113.  PCM control 
equipment remained virtually the same, provided by AEI.  The wheels remained the same size as on 
the 1956 and 1959 Stocks (31 inches diameter when new) but the car floor was level, unlike existing 
new stocks where the floor was slightly raised over the bogies.  Whilst the seating layout remained the 
same, there was a stand-back area at the double doorway draught screens which caused a loss of two 
seats (40 instead of 42).  In the cab, driving and braking controls were as on 1959 Tube Stock.  At the 
top of the saloon windows was ducting, provided for in-car ventilation.  Inside the cars above the 
windows were pull-down ventilators, on which were fitted the Central Line car line diagram.  This 
arrangement was trialled so trains could use the depot washing machines without the tilting quarter 
lights having to be manually closed before passing through. 

All 12 trailers for conversion were taken from the Piccadilly Line fleet.  The advent of the three trains of 
1956 Prototype Tube Stock had made them available and the first one, 1931 BRCW trailer 7079, went 
into Acton Works on 24 October 1958.  In all, 12 trailers went to Acton Works, the last three on 12 
January 1960.  A fortnight later, the first two converted trailers had been completed and were transferred 
to Ruislip Depot on 28 January 1960 to await the new motor cars.  Of the 12 trailers, eight were from 
the 1931 Birmingham/Gloucester group and four from the 1927 MCCW batch.  The last two converted 
cars to leave Acton Works for Ruislip Depot did so on 9 November 1960.  These were 1927-built and 
took longer because they were also given end single doors like the two Bakerloo cars mentioned earlier.  
(The other two 1927 trailers in the prototype conversions retained their eight-door layout).  This was a 
further trial because there were insufficient 12-door trailers in the total number that would be required – 
130 would have been 12-door from the 1931 group, the others being of 1926/27 vintage but without end 
single doors before conversion.   
The conversion work included the fitting of fluorescent lighting in parallel pairs along the centre of the 
ceilings, the fitting of compressors, outside door indicator lights, altering the coupling to the semi-
permanent bar type – common on all unit stock – and altering the electrical circuits to work on 50V from 
the motor generators via the batteries on the adjacent DM cars.  The interiors were refurbished with new 



seats and various colour schemes were tried out (blue/pink, green/yellow and blue).  The car exteriors 
were repainted silver to match the unpainted DMs. 

The first two new motor cars from Cravens arrived at Ruislip on 1 April 1960.  There was then a gap of 
two months before the next pair arrived – the last pair arrived on 20 December 1960, over five weeks 
after the first train had entered service.  The delivery and commissioning process was a complicated 
one.  Even though all the motor cars were delivered in number order, the converted trailers were not.  In 
fact the first pair and the last pair of converted trailers were the first to enter service with the new motor 
cars – remembering, of course, that being prototypes, they had to be thoroughly tested first.   

The original plan was to number the motor cars from 3000 upwards and trailers 4000 upwards.  
However, whilst not a problem for the trailers, there would have to have been a large renumbering 
scheme for the Pre-1938 Stock motor cars in the 3xxx series, where numbers would have been 
duplicated, even if only for a short time before scrapping.  Of course, by the time the stock was coming 
on stream, it was already known that there would be no more trains of 1960 Stock, so the numbering 
system became 39xx (motors) and 49xx (trailers).  But even that didn’t stop the first two motor cars 
being numbered 3000 and 3001 and five trailers 4000-4002 and 4004-4005.  These were renumbered 
in August 1960 before entering passenger service.  (In the end, some Pre-1938 cars did have to be 
renumbered to avoid number duplication with the Metropolitan’s A Stock, but that’s another story!). 

 

Above:  Brand new driving motor car 3001 (later renumbered 3901) posing at the Cravens site before 
delivery to London Transport.  These were quite different in appearance to the 1956/59 Stocks, in having 
double width saloon windows and distinctly inward sloping bodywork above the waist.   

Photo:  Cravens Archives/LURS Collection 

Overleaf:  Two views of 1960 Tube Stock under construction by Cravens of Sheffield with bodywork 
testing taking place (Top) and less than dynamic testing taking place (Lower). 

Both photos:  Courtesy Cravens Heritage Trains Ltd. 



 

 



  

Above:  Two views of the guard’s controls on 1960 Tube Stock.  The operational panels are the same 
as on 1959 Tube Stock, as is the design of the communicating door.  However, the ventilation grilles 
are different in design.  On the left can be seen the drop-down guard’s desk.  Above the guard’s panel 
and in the open position is the candle holder.  On the right may be seen the emergency stop handle 
above the panel and the drop-down guard’s seat below the panel.  The fire extinguisher is tucked away 
in the corner by the single door.  The originally intended car number may be clearly seen. 

Below:  (Left) Interior of driving motor car 3001 looking towards the guard’s panel at the trailing end.  
The double width and double glazed saloon windows are evident, along with the line diagrams 
incorporated in the pull-down vents. 

Below:  (Right) One of the motor bogies, minus motors. 

All photos:  Courtesy Cravens Heritage Trains Ltd. 

  

Overleaf:  (Top) This is the first converted trailer after completion in Acton Works, then numbered 4000 
(and later 4900).  Apart from being painted ‘silver’ and being fitted with outside door fault indicator lights, 
their external appearance changed little. 

Photo:  LT Museum 



 

The first eight-car train entered service on 9 November 1960 and comprised the first correctly formed 
unit (3900-4900-4901-3901).  Coupled to it were the next motor cars in the series (3902 and 3903) but 
because its trailers weren’t ready (4903 was having the extra end doors fitted), trailers 4910 and 4911 
were used in the formation, both being 1931 12-door cars.  Right from the very beginning, therefore, 
there was an odd formed unit, which meant a second would later be formed.   

The second train to enter service on 28 December 1960 comprised units (04-05+06-07 – correctly 
formed) and contained one of the trailers with extra end doors added (4907), both of which had been 
transferred from Acton Works to Ruislip on 9 November 1960.  The third train finally entered service on 
20 March 1961 and one of the units was mis-formed (3910-4902-4903-3911) rather than reform into 
their intended units.  This was to remain the case for some years. 

 

 
No. 

 
Built 

Arrive 
Ruislip 

Reno 
Aug-60 

In 
Service 

3000 Cravens 30.04.60 3900 09.11.60 
3001 Cravens 30.04.60 3901 09.11.60 
3902 Cravens 01.07.60  09.11.60 
3903 Cravens 01.07.60  09.11.60 
3904 Cravens 04.08.60  28.12.60 
3905 Cravens 04.08.60  28.12.60 
3906 Cravens 04.10.60  28.12.60 
3907 Cravens 04.10.60  28.12.60 
3908 Cravens 12.11.60  20.03.61 
3909 Cravens 12.11.60  20.03.61 
3910 Cravens 20.12.60  20.03.61 
3911 Cravens 20.12.60  20.03.61 

 

Above:  The early days of the 1960 Tube Stock in service, seen at Leyton on the eastbound with DM 
3901 leading.  This car survives in the Track Recording Train. 

Photo:  J.A.S. Milne, Brian Hardy Collection 

Opposite:  (Top) DM 3900 at the rear of an eastbound train at East Acton.   

Photo:  John Gillham, Brian Hardy Collection 



 

Below:  The first train into service comprised the first four new driving motor cars and the first unit had 
correctly numbered trailers.  However, the second unit had trailers 4910 and 4911 because 4903 (with 
its additional end single doors) wasn’t ready and these two were.  Both of 1931 vintage, 4911 (nearest 
and next to 3903) and 4910 are seen at North Acton. 

Photo:  John Gillham, Brian Hardy Collection 

 

 
No. 

 
Built 

Ex-Picc 
To Acton 

 
Reno 

To 
Ruislip 

Reno 
Aug-60 

In 
Service 

Once the trains were 
in service, they were 



7079 1931 Birmingham 24.10.58 4000 28.01.60 4900 09.11.60 
7469 1927 MCCW 26.06.59 4001 16.01.60 4901 09.11.60 
7112 1931 Birmingham 07.08.59 4002 06.04.60 4902 20.03.61 
7457 1927 MCCW 10.07.59 4903 09.11.60  20.03.61 
7144 1931 Birmingham 21.08.59 4004 06.04.60 4904 28.12.60 
7467 1927 MCCW 07.08.59 4005 16.02.60 4905 28.12.60 
7147 1931 Birmingham 10.07.59 4906 28.01.60  28.12.60 
7454 1927 MCCW 21.08.59 4907 09.11.60  28.12.60 
7126 1931 Birmingham 12.01.60 4908 26.08.60  20.03.61 
7165 1931 Gloucester 12.01.60 4909 26.08.60  20.03.61 
7153 1931 Gloucester 12.01.60 4910 15.07.60  09.11.60 
7188 1931 Gloucester 13.11.59 4911 15.07.60  09.11.60 

 

put into specific paths 
in the Working 
Timetables.  First 
was in WTT No.22 of 
25 September 1961, 
where all three were 
in service at peak 
times.  Two remained 
in service during the 
daytime but none 
were in service after 
the evening peak.  On 

Saturdays, two trains were in service in the morning peak and one after.  For the midday peak and 
through to the end of traffic, all three were in service.  None of the 1960 Tube Stock trains were 
scheduled to work on Sundays.  Things changed a little in WTT No.23 of 26 March 1962, in that one 
train remained in service after the Monday to Friday evening peak.  On Saturdays, just two trains were 
in service, one all-day runner and one for the midday peak and then both for the rest of the day.  Again, 
none were booked to work on Sundays, although that is not to say they didn’t! 

The Cravens 1960 Stock was shown in the timetables as ‘C8’ – the Pre-1938 Tube Stock was ‘8’ and 
the 1959/62 Tube Stock ‘N8’.   

The 1960 Stock was soon became part of the modern Central Line fleet, but it wasn’t long before the 
trains found themselves on the Epping – Ongar shuttle service, not only to cover for the overhauls of 
the 1935 Stock but deputising for them, especially in winter weather, as the 1935 Tube Stock under-
performed during adverse winter weather conditions.  

 

Above:  A four-car crew-operated unit of 1960 Tube Stock at Ongar, when deputising for the 1935 flat-
fronted Experimental Tube Stock – DM 3904 is nearest.  To the left of the train are unelectrified tracks 
which were part of the goods yard layout – the yard itself was out of the photo to the right. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy Collection 



  

Various interior colour schemes (Above, Left and Right, Below Right and Bottom Right) trialled on the 
1960 Tube Stock motor cars and converted trailers.  The colour schemes in both photos above hardly 
go with later moquette.  With trailer cars then being ‘smoking’ cars, the condition of their flooring leaves 
a lot to be desired, especially that on the right.  The photo (Below, Left) of a 1960 Tube Stock driving 
motor car is after conversion to ATO (because of the public address speakers) but does show the 
pegboard ceiling on driving motor cars. 

Photos:  Brian Hardy (Above, Left), Tom Cadman (Above, Right) 
and LURS Collection (all photos below) 

 

 

 

 

AUTOMATIC TRAINS 

The 1960 Tube Stock trains were operating on the main Central Line less and less and following 
Automatic Train Operation (ATO) trials on the District Line (with the future Victoria Line in mind) with R 
Stock, the 1960 Tube Stock was chosen to be converted for ATO trials between Hainault and Woodford.   

The District Line ATO trials initially took place on the South Ealing test track and was subsequently 
extended to be trialled in passenger service between Stamford Brook and Ravenscourt Park on the 
eastbound line.   



 

Left:  The ‘pull-down’ vents in the cars 
also incorporated the Central Line 
diagram. 

Photo:  LURS Collection 

The last eight-car 1960 Tube Stock on 
the Central main line is recorded as 
running on 17 May 1963, working 07.35 
Hainault     to    Ruislip    Gardens    (08.54) 

formed (3900-4900-4901+3901+3902-4910-4911-3903).  On 2 December 1963, four of the six units of 
1960 Tube Stock, by then working on the Epping-Ongar shuttle, were taken out of service for conversion 
to ATO at Acton Works.  (By that time, two of the 1935 Stock sets on the Epping – Ongar had been 
overhauled and were back in service, releasing the 1960 Stock).  The units selected for conversion 
were: 

3902-4910-4911-3903 
3904-4904-4905-3905 

3906-4906-4907-3907 
3908-4908-4909-3909 

Unit 3900-4900-4901-3901 followed into Acton for 
conversion on 21 January 1964. 

The trailers from unit 3904-3905 were removed in January 1964 and it became a test train with 1962 
Stock trailers 2730 and 2750, the latter being replaced by 2734 in March.  The motor cars of this unit, 
too, were converted to ATO, but after testing had been completed in May 1964, when they were reunited 
with their original trailers.  By then, this was the fifth (and last) four-car train to be converted to ATO.  To 
compensate for the loss of the 1960 Tube Stock from the main Central Line fleet, three additional trains 
of 1962 Tube Stock had been ordered and delivered (plus a three-car unit for the Aldwych branch).   

Automatic Train Operation began on the Central Line between Hainault and Woodford on 5 April 1964 
with units 3902-4910-4911-3903, 3906-4906-4907-3907 and 3908-4908-4909-3909.  Unit 3900-4900-
4900-3901 followed on 25 May 1964, while 3904-4904-4905-3905 entered service in ATO mode on 28 
August 1964.  After its conversion to ATO, DM 3908 was fitted with a combined Traction/Brake controller, 
but this was removed after a short while. 

Apart from the fitting of the necessary ATO equipment, the side cab doors were sealed but they were 
provided with a droplight that could be lowered for the Train Operator to check the platform before 
closing the doors – the droplight had to be closed before starting the train as it was interlocked with the 
train starting procedure, which was done by pressing two ‘start’ buttons simultaneously.   

The original space for the set number was blanked out and the set numbers relocated in the front cab 
‘M’ door at the bottom of the glass.  The tripcock reset cord was extended from its usual position on the 
offside of the headstock, so that it was near the front cab door.  Should it be necessary to reset the 
tripcock, this could now be done by the Train Operator without having to get down onto the track.   

Door controls were removed from the trailing end of the motor car saloons and placed in the driving 
cabs.  Being a one-man-operated train, public address was fitted with four speakers along the ceiling of 
each car.  The ATO and safety unit boxes were located under transverse seats in the motor car saloons.  
The trains operated in automatic mode between Hainault (platform 2) and Woodford.  The conventional 
signalling was retained on the loop, as crew-operated conventionally-driven trains required it – at the 
time there were several trains that started and stabled at Hainault Depot via the loop.  ATO was not 
available between Woodford westbound and the reversing siding, nor from there to the eastbound 
platform – here, trains were driven manually. 

The unmodified DMs (3910/11) were utilised as a test train from the end of 1962.  Following the storage 
of 4902/03, DMs 3910/11 were fitted with Rheostatic braking and new 1962 Stock trailers 2734 and 
2736 were formed in the unit in March 1963.   

Similarly, DMs 3904/05 were also used for Rheostatic braking tests from January 1964 prior to ATO 
conversion, its trailers 4904/05 also being stored and further new 1962 stock trailers 2730 and 2750 
being used between the DMs.  Much testing of these two units took place, mostly on the test tracks at 
South Ealing, but also between West Ruislip and White City and between Loughton and Epping,  An 
eight-car train was formed from 19 March 1964 as follows: 3910-2736-2750-3905+3904-2730-2734-
3911 for further tests on the test tracks at South Ealing,  At the beginning of May 1964, the trains were 
reformed as follows: 3910-2730-4903-3911.  DMs 3904/5 were then converted to ATO, trailers 
2734/36/50 were prepared for passenger service, but 4902 remained in store.  Trailer 2730 continued 
on tests until entering service in July 1965, when 4902 was brought out of store and took its place. 

From 1965 to 1967, 3910-4902-4903-3911 was fitted with a ‘breadboard’ chopper control system on 
3910, controlling two motors only.  This equipment was variable frequency and was tested on the Central 



Line between West Ruislip and White City and also on the South Ealing test tracks.  It was then fitted 
with chopper control in the passenger saloon in the late-1960s and subsequently was used as a Track 
Recording train.  

Unit 3910-4902-4903-3911 never worked again in passenger service and continued as a test train.  It 
officially became “service stock” on 17 February 1971 but never gained numbers in that fleet. 

 

Above:  Unit 3910-4902-4903-3911 is seen arriving at Ealing Broadway platform 9 whilst on track 
recording duties.  The former and disused MDR signal box may be seen to the right.  It was replaced in 
November 1952 and at this stage was awaiting demolition.  The different profile of the two Pre-1938 
trailers in the middle is evident.  The driving motor cars are in original condition and were never 
converted to ATO. 

Photo:  Bob Greenaway, LURS Collection 

SETTLING DOWN 

The five units settled in to their new role and provided valuable experience in service, with several 
modifications being introduced to improve reliability.  The Hainault – Woodford shuttle service was the 
ideal proving ground on which to test the forthcoming 1967 Tube Stock for the Victoria Line which, by 
then, had been decided would be operated with automatic trains.  To that end, the 1967 Stock began 
operating on the Hainault – Woodford service on 21 February 1968 (unit 3009) alongside the 1960 
Stock.  The influx of the 1967 Tube Stock allowed the 1960 Stock to be transferred to Acton Works for 
their first Heavy Overhaul, there being more than sufficient of both types to operate the shuttle service.  
Most 1960 Stock units were at Acton for many months, apart from the last, which was outshopped in 
fairly record time (for that type!) of just six months!  During the overhaul process, the trailers had 
additional panelling fitted externally at cantrail level to protect the badly corroded guttering.   

However, unit 3902-4910-4911-3903 was chosen for the fitting of Thyristor (chopper) equipment and 
left Acton Works for testing between Hainault and Woodford on 6 May 1969.  Unit 3904-4904-4905-
3905 was also fitted with electrical control of emergency braking equipment (ECEB) during overhaul, 
the original modification being done in late-1970, which was a test prior to the arrival of the 1973 Tube 
Stock for the Piccadilly Line.  The new system replaced the passenger emergency valve which, when 
operated, vented air and applied the train’s brakes in an emergency.  With the new system, the operation 
of an emergency push button would break an electrical circuit around the train and apply the emergency 
brakes.  Before returning to Hainault Depot on 12 March 1971, the new system was first tested on the 
South Ealing test tracks.   



  

Above:  Unit 3904-4904-4905-3905 on the outer rail at Roding Valley.  The modifications made for 
Automatic Train Operation as hitherto described are evident here.  This was the unit fitted with electrical 
control of emergency braking (ECEB) equipment but there were no external changes apparent to 
differentiate it from other ATO units.   

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

 

During the testing 
process, trailers 4900 
and 4910 swapped 
units in the early 
months of 1970, being 
formed 3900-4910-
4901-3901 and 3902-
4900-4911-3903, both 
reverting to normal in 
May 1970.   

Left:  After extensive 
testing, the ‘chopper’ 
unit entered passenger 
service on the Hainault 
– Woodford  shuttle  

service on 30  
September 1975, 
sporting a Thyristor 
symbol which was very 
soon ordered  from  ‘on 

high’ to be removed, leaving the inevitable ‘shadow’ on aluminium for months to come.  It will be noted 
that the non-ATO test unit was not included in the first heavy overhaul programme.  During the overhaul 
process, there were sufficient four-car units of 1967 Tube Stock to complement the shuttle service. 

Photo:  Bob Greenaway, LURS Collection 

 Ex-Hainault 
to Acton 

Ex-Acton 
To Hainault 

Left:  The list of units of 1960 Tube Stock 
sent to Acton Works for their first heavy 



3908-4908-4909-3909 21.03.68 03.04.69 
3902-4910-4911-3903 † 21.05.68 06.05.69 
3904-4904-4905-3905 ‡ 27.08.69 12.03.71 
3906-4906-4907-3907 13.07.70 12.05.71 
3900-4900-4901-3901 16.06.71 06.12.71 

 

overhaul and some receiving additional 
experimental equipment:   

† Fitted with thyristor ‘chopper’ control. 
‡ Fitted with Electronic Control of 

Emergency Braking (ECEB) equipment. 
 

 

Left:  Unit 3902-4910-4911-3903 in Acton 
Works for its second heavy overhaul, 
where its two Pre-1938 Tube Stock 
trailers would be replaced by one 
converted 1938 Tube Stock trailer.  
Because of the asbestos problems on 
other motor cars, this unit kept its older 
trailers for a few more years. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

Together with computers, thyristor 
‘chopper’ control revolutionised all electric 
rail traction.  They enabled the 
optimisation of the motors, whatever the 
form of traction current supply was 
available.  Furthermore, accurate speed 
control became possible without the use 
of energy wasteful rheostats. It was a truly 
game-changing moment in electric 
railway history. 

WORN OUT TRAILERS – SECOND OVERHAUL – BLUE ASBESTOS  

It had been realised that the converted 1927/31 trailers were not wearing well, especially since being 
relegated to operate on the exposed east end of the Central Line.  The 1938 Tube Stock scrapping 
programme had begun in 1973 and it was logical that these could replace their older counterparts.  To 
that end, five trailers (012177, 012229, 012392, 012406 and 012408) were selected for conversion – 
traffic on the Underground was falling and the lightly-used Hainault – Woodford shuttle was no 
exception.  Three cars instead of four cars per train was deemed more than sufficient for the prevailing 
traffic needs.  Therefore, one 1938 trailer would replace a pair of 1927/31 trailers.  Moreover, peak hour 
services had been reduced from four to three trains in October 1975.   

The planned formations were to have been: 

3900-4921-3901 3902-4923-3903 3904-4925-3905 3906-4927-3907 3908-4929-3909 

Because of the cost involved in the conversion, it was decided not to proceed with any more conversions 
other than with 012392 and 012229.  Thus, 012177, 012406 and 012408 were scrapped on 14.07.77, 
05.12.75 and 22.04.76 respectively.  Later, one further trailer was subsequently chosen for conversion 
to replace 4900/01, being 012366, which would therefore mean the two trains with the experimental 
equipment would retain their 1927/31 trailers.  (In the end, the train with ECEB equipment kept its older 
trailers until it was withdrawn and its intended trailer went into the Thyristor unit, which later was involved 
for FACT trials (q.v.)).   

Between 1974 and 1976, therefore, work began on the conversion of the 1938 Tube Stock trailers, which 
would coincide with the second round of overhauls for the 1960 Tube Stock motor cars.  To that end, 
unit 3908-4908-4909-3909 entered Acton Works on 8 October 1975 for overhaul of 3908 and 3909 and 
replacement of is trailers by one 1938 trailer, which was numbered 4929.  The withdrawn trailers went 
to Ruislip for disposal on 4 November 1975 and departed for scrap a fortnight later.  The overhauled 
and newly formed unit 3908-4929-3909 left Acton Works for Hainault on 15 August 1976.  The general 
appearance of the Cravens motor cars changed little, apart from being given a black roof and black 
dome over the cab.  The DM cars were given stabling lights and sleet brushes were fitted on the leading 
bogies.  Interiors were repainted in blue and panelled ceilings replaced the original pegboard.   



 

 

Opposite:  (Top) The completed overhaul on DMs 3908 and 3909 and one 1938 Stock trailer in between 
them seen at Roding Valley on the inner rail heading towards Woodford.  Note the black roof section 
and dome, along with the fitting of a stabling light just above the headstock.   

Opposite:  (Lower)  The interior of DM 3909 looking away from the cab.  The experimental interior 
colour scheme has been replaced by blue and the pegboard ceilings have been replaced by more 
suitable panels.  The pull-down vents above the saloon windows continue to accommodate the Central 



Line route diagram.  The public address loudspeakers may be seen prominently at intervals along the 
ceiling panels.  The 1960 Stock motor cars had two fewer seats per car than their 1959 counterparts as 
they had a larger stand back area around the doors. 

 

Left:  The first converted 
1938 Tube Stock trailer 4929 
is seen in Hainault Depot 
between 3908 and 3909.  It 
has been painted ‘white’ 
rather than ‘silver’ and is 
fitted with de-icing 
equipment. 

Below:  (Left) The interior of 
4929, now fitted with 
fluorescent lighting and 
public address (the 
loudspeakers are along the 
centre of the fluorescent light 
fitting).  The interior layout 
remains very much 1938 
Tube Stock but with a blue 
interior colour scheme. 

Below:  (Right) Converted 1938 Tube Stock trailer 4929 in passenger service seen at Chigwell on the 
inner rail.   

All photos:  Brian Hardy 

  

Unit 3908-4929-3909 re-entered service after overhaul but this was short lived, as asbestos was found 
in some of the Cravens motor cars – those affected were thus hastily withdrawn from service and the 
unit was transferred from Hainault to White City for eventual decontamination in one of the disused ex-
Central London Railway sheds, thereby halting any work on other heavy overhauls.   

However, the next unit destined for second heavy overhaul went to Acton Works on 22 May 1977, 
comprising 3906-4906-4907-3907, its two trailers to be replaced by one 1938 Stock trailer.  Asbestos 
had been found on 3906 and 3907 and on 25 October 1977 these two cars were transferred to White 
City.  The two Pre-1938 trailers were withdrawn from service and transferred from Acton Works to 
Neasden on 12 July 1977 and eventually went for scrap from there via Ruislip in a 1938 Tube Stock 
formation.   

In the meantime, work on converting some of the 1938 Tube Stock trailers continued and in the end just 
three were converted for passenger service, along with a fourth as a future Track Recording car.   



 

Above:  Trailers 4903 (nearest) and 4902 were formed with DMs 3910 and 3911 in the four-car test 
train and were due to be replaced by a 1938 Tube Stock trailer which would be a dedicated Track 
Recording car.  It is seen at Ealing Broadway.  Note that trailer 4903 was one of two that were converted 
with additional end single doors with a loss of eight seats in consequence – it was a case of balancing 
seating capacity against station dwell times.   

 

We have already seen 
that the first car to be 
completed was 4929, 
replacing Pre-1938 
trailers 4908 and 4909.  
The other two cars for 
passenger service, 4921 
(which was originally 
destined for unit 3900-
3901) and 4927 were 
stored at Acton until the 
outcome of the 
decontamination work on 
the motor cars. 

Left:  Converted trailer 
4927 is seen stored in 
Acton after conversion.   

Both photos:   
Brian Hardy 

Attention then turned to the test train, which had never received a heavy overhaul and to that end, the 
unit (3910-4902-4903-3911) was transferred to Acton Works on 4 August 1977 for that purpose and 
adaptation into a dedicated Track Recording Train.  This is now where the plans for the test train went 
awry.  Its two Pre-1938 trailers were to be replaced by a specially converted 1938 Tube Stock trailer 
(012331, not in the original selection), which would be a dedicated Track Recording car, numbered 
TRC912.  It was planned that motor cars 3910 and 3911 would have been renumbered TRC910 and 
TRC911 respectively.  Although TRC912 was completed externally in a maroon livery with white roof, 
as far as it is known, it wasn’t fitted out for track recording as DMs 3910 and 3911 were found to have 



asbestos too.  Withdrawn trailers 4902 and 4903 went to Ruislip on 21 December 1977 for scrapping, 
while DMs 3910 and 3911 went to White City for possible decontamination on 26 January 1978.   

In the end, things didn’t work out as planned and although different 1960 Stock motor cars eventually 
formed part of a new Track Recording train, the non-ATO test train unit did not become part of it, despite 
plans to the contrary.   

 

 

Above:  In happier times and 
when on track recording 
duties, the four-car test train 
is seen reversing at Rayners 
Lane.  It remained unaltered, 
whereas the other five units 
were converted for ATO and 
their external appearance 
was changed to suit ATO 
conditions.  A Piccadilly Line 
train of 1959 Tube Stock is on 
the left.  

Left:  At the end of the day, it 
wasn’t financially viable to 
decontaminate the two motor 
cars (3910 and 3911) and 
they were thus scrapped.  
They are seen in Ruislip 
Depot awaiting disposal.   

Overleaf:  (Top) The intended Track Recording Car TRC912, externally completed in Acton Works.  In 
the end, the car languished in the Works for many years and was eventually scrapped. 

All photos:  Brian Hardy 



 

It had been decided that the two non-ATO motor cars (3910 and 3911) were not worth the cost of 
decontamination and thus they were declared for scrap.  They left White City for Ruislip on 3 June 1981 
and languished there until sent by road for disposal in January 1983.  The converted 1938 Stock trailer, 
TRC912, was never used for its intended role and remained at Acton Works, rusting away, until sent for 
scrap on 18 August 2004.   

It turned out that only the last six driving motor cars were affected by asbestos, the first six apparently 
being problem-free.  Units 3900-4900-4901-3901 and 3904-4904-4905-3905 continued in service with 
their Pre-1938 trailers, the motor cars not having a second heavy overhaul and the trailers not being 
replaced, despite their appearance wearing rather badly.  The stock top-up for the Hainault – Woodford 
shuttle service continued to be provided by a unit of Victoria Line 1967 Tube Stock, which was changed 
over periodically to and from Northumberland Park for maintenance.   

  

Above:  Trailer 4901 is seen at Hainault (Left) and by this time had its exterior ventilator scoops removed 
and interior side vents sealed.  On the other hand, trailer 4905 seen at Woodford (Right) retains the 
ventilator scoops but were already badly rusting away.   

Opposite:  (Top) The 1931 trailers were also in a poor condition as 4900 demonstrates in the reversing 
siding at Woodford. 

All photos:  Brian Hardy 



 
 

 

The unit fitted with Thyristor 
control was sent to Acton Works 
on 14 January 1979 for its second 
heavy overhaul and replacement 
of its Pre-1938 Tube Stock 
trailers.  Moreover, the unit was to 
be  converted for trials for no-
person-operation, then known as 
FACT (Fully Automatic Controlled 
Train) and it departed Acton 
Works on 17 April 1980 with 
converted 1938 trailer 4929.  This 
had been removed from between 
motor cars 3908 and 3909 and 
had been brought from store at 
White City previously on 3 July 
1978.   

Above:  The three-car unit of 1960 Tube Stock converted for FACT passing through Roding Valley 
comprising 3902-4929-3903.  To the left of the destination blind box is a blue light, which illuminated 
when in NOPO mode.  

Photo:  Kim Rennie 

Whilst it is fair to say that the FACT trials were successful, opposition to trains with no staff on board 
was strong and the tests were concluded in May 1983.  The train then returned to normal passenger 
service in ATO mode.   

We now return to the six motor cars with asbestos, four of which that were eventually decontaminated 
at White City and were then transferred back to Hainault for return to service.  Between Ballast Motor 
cars, 3906 and 3907 left White City for Hainault on 30 November 1980 with 3908 and 3909 following on 
22 March 1981.  Trailers 4921 and 4927 were both transferred from Acton Works to Hainault on 19 
September 1980 in readiness for incorporation into the motor cars.  Unit 3906-3907 gained 4927, while 
3908-3909 gained 4921 (its previous partner, 4929, was already formed into the FACT unit, q.v.).   



 

Above:  1960 Tube Stock DMs 3908 and 3909 are seen between 1938 Tube Stock Ballast Motors 
departing White City for Hainault on a very wet 22 March 1981 following asbestos decontamination. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

REDUCING THE FLEET 

With the Victoria Line stock still helping out on the Hainault – Woodford shuttle and the return of the two 
decontaminated motor car pairs, attention then turned to the two four-car units, each surviving with their 
Pre-1938 trailers and by then in an appalling condition.  The two 1927 trailers gave the impression of 
being the worst pair, 4901 having had its ventilator scoops removed and the vents sealed, while 4905 
retained them, albeit with them rusting away badly.   

With no chance of two other 1938 Stock cars being converted, both units were given an interior 
refurbishment, 3904-4904-4905-3905 in September 1980, followed by 3900-4900-4901-3901 in 
December 1980.  The trailers in both units were also repainted externally. Although it was a noticeable 
improvement, both units were withdrawn from passenger service at an unknown date in 1982, the shuttle 
being in the hands of three three-car units and one four-car 1967 Stock from the Victoria Line.  The 
remaining four Pre-1938 trailers were sent for disposal from Hainault on 2 August 1983.   

Two of the motor cars (3900 and 3904) were retained as body spares until scrapped in 1989, but the 
other two cars (3901 and 3905) were selected to be pilot motor cars for a ‘new’ Track Recording Train, 
the recording car being converted from spare 1973 Tube Stock trailer 514 from unit 114-514-314, which 
had never entered passenger service as a complete unit.  However, motor car 114 was used to replace 
fire-damaged DM 888.   

Converted trailer 514 was renumbered TRC666 while DMs 3901 and 3905 became L132 and L133 
respectively.  The two DM cars were transferred from Hainault to Ruislip on 29 June 1986 and by road 
to BREL at Derby on 10 July 1986.  The newly converted train returned to Ruislip on 28 April 1987 and 
was originally in a livery of white (above the waist) and red (below the waist), separated by a wide black 
band.   

Such was the passenger service then provided between Hainault and Woodford – not a patch on years 
before – the 1960 Stock was sufficient for service, two units for service and one spare:   

3902-4929-3903 
3906-4927-3907 

It was therefore deemed unnecessary to retain a 1967 Tube Stock unit on the 
shuttle and the last unit (3076) was transferred back to its rightful (Victoria) line on 



3908-4921-3909 9 September 1984.   

On many occasions, however, a four-car crew-operated unit of 1962 Tube Stock also worked the shuttle 
deputising for 1960 Tube Stock and, for a time, a three-car unit too (1532-2532-1533), which had its 
NDM (9533) away at Acton for repair.   

  

Views of the lightly refurbished Pre-1938 Tube Stock trailers which were done in 1980.  1931-built trailer 
4904 is seen at Chigwell (Above, Left) while 1927-built trailer 4901 is seen in the reversing siding west 
of Woodford (Above, Right).  This trailer already had its vent scoops removed prior to its mini refurb.  In 
contrast, 1927-built trailer 4905 (Below) retains its scoops but close observation of them show that they 
are still rusting and crumbling away.  It will also be noted that the car appears to have two roof mounted 
indicator lights.  One is the normal outside door indicator light but the other is believed to be an indication 
for the ECEB equipment (q.v.).  

All photos:  Brian Hardy 

 



 

Above:  An ATO 1960 Tube Stock motor car in Acton Works, stored and awaiting transfer to White City 
for asbestos removal.  In the distance are the two motor cars that weren’t converted to ATO and in 
original condition with side cab doors.    

Below:  Four views of the scrapping of 1931-built trailer 4910 in Ruislip Depot. 
All photos:  Brian Hardy 

 

 

 

 



  

After being withdrawn, driving motor cars 3901 and 3905 were earmarked for conversion to pilot motor 
cars to run with a specially converted track recording car.  The previous Track Recording Train concept 
was dead and buried as the motor cars had asbestos and were scrapped, and the track recording trailer 
was never internally completed.  This new Track Recording train, however, would have buckeye 
couplers at their inner ends of the DM pilots at ‘main line’ height to match the converted car, with the 
aim that it could be used separately by British Rail and coupled to their motive power.  The work would 
be undertaken by BREL at Derby and DM 3901 is seen in the works yard (Above, Left) in ‘as arrived’ 
condition.  Work is taking place on the bodywork (Above, Right) with the nearest saloon window replaced 
by plain sheeting and the future head/tail light cluster in place just above solebar level.  In the distance 
can be seen the actual track recording car, which was converted from a spare 1973 Tube Stock trailer.  
The same DM car is seen (Below, Left) in undercoat white while the completed train is in its new livery 
(Below, Right) approaching Rayners Lane. 

All photos:  Bob Greenaway, LURS Collection 

  

Returning to the shuttle service, because the ATO lineside equipment was over 20 years old, it was 
decided to decommission it and to operate the Hainault – Woodford shuttle with the Cravens units but 
in conventionally-driven mode using the conventional signalling, but still as one-person-operation.  This 
took place from 20 October 1986.  Again, one of the units was sometimes replaced by a 1962 Stock 
four-car unit in crew-operated mode in the event of 1960 Stock non-availability.   

The three units provided the two-train service on 
the loop until 8 April 1991 when a ‘pan handle’ 
service was introduced – through trains via the 
loop in each direction.  The frequencies provided 
by the through trains were reduced using the 
longer trains, every 31-46 minutes in the peaks 
and    every   40   minutes   midday.    The   three  

MONDAY TO FRIDAY PEAK SERVICES 
ON THE HAINAULT – WOODFORD SHUTTLE 

DATE PEAKS FREQUENCY 

WTT   4 – 21.11.48 4 trains     7-8 mins 
WTT 40 – 27.10.75 3 trains   8-12 mins 
WTT 46 – 06.12.82 2 trains 17-23 mins 

 

Cravens units were thus redundant.  From 2 November 1992, the service of through trains was changed 
to be via Hainault with trains terminating at Woodford.  Service intervals were improved to every 18-24 
minutes Mondays to Fridays.  Weekends varied between 30 and 40 minutes with some intervals of up 
to 50 minutes early on Saturday mornings. 



 
 

 

Above:  The former Thyristor 
and FACT unit, 3902-4929-
3903, in normal service in 
OPO mode departing from 
Roding Valley and heading 
for Hainault.  Note that the 
twin headlights have been 
replaced by more powerful 
headlights in a sealed unit.   

Left:  The same unit after 
withdrawal in Hainault Depot 
awaiting disposal.  A front 
cab door from a painted unit 
(see below) has replaced the 
original.   

Both photos:   
Bob Greenaway, 
LURS Collection 

It was decided that two of the units would be used on the Epping – Ongar shuttle in OPO mode and to 
that end the 1960 Tube Stock began operating the service from 8 April 1991.  This coincided with the 
reduction of service to rush hours only Monday to Friday (a daily service had been reintroduced on an 
experimental basis from 30 October 1989).  Of course, if a 1960 Stock unit was not available, a crew-
operated unit of 1962 Tube Stock would substitute.   

Opposite:  (Top) In the meantime, London Underground celebrated 125 years of the Ongar line, which 
opened on 24 April 1865.  The event took place on 27 May 1990 when 1960 Tube Stock unit 3906-
4927-3907 worked the special daytime service.  It had been painted in heritage LT red with cream 
between the saloon windows, even though this stock had never been painted before (apart from the 
converted trailers – in white – of course).  At that stage, it still retained the original twin headlights. 

Photo:  Bob Greenaway, LURS Collection 



 

Unit 3908-4921-3909 was similarly painted red in April 1991 and at the same time was fitted with high 
intensity headlights, which had been retrofitted to 3906 and 3907 earlier in 1991.  This had allowed ex-
‘chopper’ unit 3902-4929-3903 to be withdrawn from 15 April 1991, even though this, too, had been 
fitted with high intensity headlights at the beginning of the year.  The daily service between Epping and 
Ongar was withdrawn from 8 April 1991 with just four trips in each peak – the last of the morning trips 
ran short to North Weald only.    

 

Left:  After the morning peak 
journeys, the three-car unit 
returned to Loughton until 
required for the evening peak, 
seen here at Debden.  Note 
that the original headlights 
have been replaced by more 
powerful headlights in an 
enclosed cluster.   

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

With unit 3902-4929-3903 then 
languishing at Hainault Depot, 
the other two units worked the 
Epping – Ongar shuttle.  But 
the days of this were numbered 
as plans to close the line went 
ahead, the last train (3906-
4927-3907)      running      on      30  

September 1994 – and packed to capacity!  The other unit (3908-4921-3909) was withdrawn from 
service previously on 25 August 1994 but the following year, 3909 caught fire whilst stabled on the 
Engineer’s siding at Hainault – a short circuit occurred in the car where the former guard’s control panel 
was.  With all three units now stored withdrawn at Hainault, their future looked bleak.  However, Cravens 
Heritage Trains purchased the ‘last Ongar’ unit and along with trailer 4929, officially passed into their 
hands on 25 May 1995.  The two motor cars, 3902 and 3903, went for scrap on 29 April 1995.  This left 
3908-4921-3909 at Hainault and this finally went for scrap, along with 4929 on 25 November 2001. 



In the meantime, 3906-4927-3907 belonging to Cravens Heritage Trains, which retained the obsolete 
ATO equipment from the original trials, was able to operate a number of very successful rail tours over 
many parts of the Underground network.  Because the Central Line was by now in (the new) ATO mode, 
it was no longer possible to operate in traffic hours as the unit was not fitted with the then new 
(Westinghouse) ATO equipment.  Therefore, to celebrate the centenary of the Central London Railway 
(which opened on 30 July 1900), the train covered all parts3 of the operational Central Line under an 
extended whole-line ‘possession’ during the night of Saturday/Sunday 29/30 July 2000.   

 

 

One of the trips undertaken 
by CHT’s three-car unit was 
to and from Chesham and 
operating the Chesham 
shuttle for part of the day.  
Both photos show the unit 
at Chesham with the signal 
box behind the train 
(Above) and a view from 
the signal box (Left) 
showing the water tower at 
top centre.  Another trip 
included the East London 
Line before it passed to 
London Overground in 
2007. 

Both photos: 
Bob Greenaway,  
LURS Collection 

Another highlight was transfer (by rail) to the Epping-Ongar Railway to operate on the now preserved 
line, celebrating (or mourning, whichever way you look at it) 20 years of the line’s closure by London 
Underground, with three days of successful operation with motive power being provided by pairs of 
Schöma diesel locomotives.  The return of the train to Ruislip Depot was marred by a track defect in the 
central area, causing a lengthy suspension of the Central Line service – in short, the condition of the 

 
3  West Ruislip – North Acton – Ealing Broadway – Epping – Woodford – Hainault – West Ruislip, all in non-traffic hours. 



train was found not to blame, but since then, however, the train has not been allowed to operate – such 
is the power of ‘red tape’.  Subsequently, its traction motors have been loaned to LU for the Track 
Recording Train (whose motors required replacing) and when returned to the unit, it is hoped that CHT’s 
unit may run specials on the railway again – once even more obstacles have been overcome. 

 
 

  
 

 

Above:  Three views of the operation of Cravens Heritage Trains 
three-car unit over the weekend of 26-28 September 2014, all taken 
at North Weald.   

Left:  The launch of the Cravens event took place at Ongar, which 
is where the measurement of the Underground in kilometres begins.  
After the line closed, the original starting point plate ‘disappeared’.  
This is a replica made for the special event. 

All photos:  Brian Hardy 

Meanwhile, the Track Recording Train, with 3901 and 3905 (as L132 and L133), continues to visit most 
parts of the network.  Its replacement by a newly formed Asset Inspection Train, now cancelled, means 
that the Track Recording Train has a secure future, for the mid-term at least. 



 

Above:  The original livery of the Track Recording Train has been superseded by a variation of the LU 
Corporate livery, seen here at Acton Town on 19 June 2012. 

Photo:  Kim Rennie 

1960 TUBE STOCK UNIT REFORMATIONS 

DATE 

03.63 

01.64 

03.64 

03.64 

05.64 

05.64 

07.65 

1970 

1970 

05.70 

05.70 

02.76 
 

01.80 
 

03.81 
 
 

01.81 

 FROM 

3910-4902-4903-3911 

3904-4904-4905-3905 

3910-2734-2736-3911 

3904-2730-2750-3911 

3910-2736-2750-3911 

3904-2730-2734-3905 

3910-2730-4903-3911 

3900-4900-4901-3901 

3902-4910-4911-3903 

3900-4910-4901-3901 

3902-4900-4911-3903 

3908-4908-4909-3909 
 

3902-4910-4911-3903 
 

3908  3909 
 
 

3906-4906-4907-3907 

TO 

3910-2734-2736-3911 

3904-2730-2750-3911 

3910-2736-2750-3911 

3904-2730-2734-3905 

3910-2730-4903-3911 

3904-4904-4905-3905 

3910-4902-4903-3911 

3900-4910-4901-3901 

3902-4900-4911-3903 

3900-4900-4901-3901 

3902-4910-4911-3903 

3908-4929-3909 
 

3902-4929-3903 
 

3908-4921-3909 
 
 

3906-4927-3907 

NOTES 

 

 

Test trains 

 

 

Ex-test train 

Continuing as test train 

 

 

 

 

4908, 4909 for scrap, 4929 ex-
1938 Stock conversion 

4910, 4911 for scrap, 4921 ex-
1938 Stock conversion 

4929 removed from 3908/09 in 
1978 (asbestos on DM cars) 
and into 3902/03 

4906, 4907 for scrap, 4927 ex-
1938 Stock conversion 

1960 TUBE STOCK CAR HISTORIES – UNIT BY UNIT 

DETAILS 3900 3901 4900 4901  



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Entered service Hampstead & City 

LPTB renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Transfer Morden-Edgware to Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for ATO conversion 

Re-entered service Central (ATO) 

To Acton first overhaul 

Ex-Acton first overhaul 

Interior refurbishment Hainault 

Repaint and interior refurbishment Hainault 

Withdrawn from service 

Hainault to Booths, Rotherham, for scrap 

Hainaut to Ruislip 

Ruislip to REL for TRC pilot motor conversion 

BREL to Ruislip as TRC pilot motor 

Pilot motor number 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

30.04.60 

3000 

– 

3900 

Aug-60 

09.11.60 

21.01.64 

25.05.64 

16.06.71 

06.12.71 

Dec-80 

– 

1982 

19.05.89 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

30.04.60 

3001 

– 

3901 

Aug-60 

09.11.60 

21.01.64 

25.05.64 

16.06.71 

06.12.71 

Dec-80 

– 

1982 

– 

19.06.86 

10.07.86 

28.04.87 

L132 

7079 

BRCW 

07.03.32 

18.03.32 

– 

– 

– 

– 

24.10.58 

28.01.60 

– 

– 

4000 

4900 

Aug-60 

09.11.60 

21.01.64 

25.05.64 

16.06.71 

06.12.71 

– 

Dec-80 

1982 

02.08.83 

1119 

MCCW 

07.08.28 

– 

29.08.28 

7469 

18.09.34 

18.09.34 

26.06.59 

16.02.60 

– 

– 

4001 

4901 

Aug-60 

09.11.60 

21.01.64 

25.05.64 

16.06.71 

06.12.71 

– 

Dec-80 

1982 

02.08.83 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left:  Unmodified for 
ATO, the four-car test 
train, then in use as a 
Track Recording unit, is 
seen stabled in the 
sidings just east of Ealing 
Broadway (District Line).  
In later years, following 
the abandonment in 1972 
of uncoupling on the 
District Line, these sidings 
remained in situ until 
finally removed in 
November 2015.  The 
difference between 
painted and unpainted 
cars is clear. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

DETAILS 3902 3903 4910 4911 4929 



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for ATO conversion 

Re-entered service Central (ATO) 

To Acton first overhaul 

Ex-Acton first overhaul/chopper control 

Re-entered service Central (overhaul/chopper) 

To Acton second overhaul and FACT conv’n 

To Acton withdrawn from service 

Acton to Ruislip for scrap 

Scrapped Ruislip by Resco of Woolwich 

Original number 

Delivered 

Renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Entered service Bakerloo 

Renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Transferred Bakerloo to Northern 

Transferred Northern to Bakerloo 

Ex-Bakerloo to Acton for conversion 

Conversion date 

Conversion number 

Acton to Hainault † 

Hainault to White City † 

White City to Acton † 

Acton to Hainault FACT trials 

FACT trials concluded 

OPO in place of ATO 

Headlight modification 

Withdrawn from service 

Hainault to Mayer Parry for scrap 

Sold to Cravens Heritage Trains 

Hainault to Booths, Rotherham, for scrap 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

01.07.60 

3902 

– 

09.11.60 

02.11.63 

05.04.64 

21.05.68 

06.05.69 

30.09.75 

14.01.79 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

17.04.80 

May-83 

20.10.86 

Early-91 

15.04.91 

29.04.95 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

01.07.60 

3903 

– 

09.11.60 

02.11.63 

05.04.64 

21.05.68 

06.05.69 

30.09.75 

14.01.79 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

17.04.80 

May-83 

20.10.86 

Early-91 

15.04.91 

29.04.95 

7153 

GRCW 

05.03.32 

09.03.33 

12.01.60 

15.07.60 

– 

– 

4910 

09.11.60 

02.11.63 

05.04.64 

21.05.68 

20.05.69 

30.09.75 

– 

14.01.79 

16.08.79 

04.03.80 

7188 

GRCW 

17.06.32 

19.09.32 

13.11.59 

15.07.60 

– 

– 

4911 

09.11.60 

02.11.63 

05.04.64 

21.05.68 

20.05.69 

30.09.75 

– 

14.01.79 

16.08.79 

04.03.80 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

 

092392 

06.03.39 

A92392 

19.02.44 

21.03.44 

012392 

27.10.50 

22.02.51 

15.12.72 

25.09.74 

Feb-76 

4929 

15.08.76 

1976 

03.07.78 

17.04.80 

May-83 

20.10.86 

– 

15.04.91 

– 

25.05.95 

25.11.01 

† Ran with 3908 and 3909. 

 

 

DETAILS 3904 3905 4904 4905  



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Entered service Hampstead & City 

LPTB renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Transfer Morden-Edgware to Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for ATO conversion 

Re-entered service Central (ATO) 

To Acton first overhaul 

Ex-Acton first overhaul and ECEB conv’n 

Interior refurbishment Hainault 

Repaint and interior refurbishment Hainault 

Withdrawn from service 

Hainault to Booths, Rotherham, for scrap 

Hainaut to Ruislip 

Ruislip to REL for TRC pilot motor conversion 

BREL to Ruislip as TRC pilot motor 

Pilot motor number 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

04.08.60 

3904 

– 

– 

– 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

28.08.64 

27.08.69 

12.03.71 

Sep-80 

– 

1982 

19.05.89 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

04.08.60 

3905 

– 

– 

– 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

28.08.64 

27.08.69 

12.03.71 

Sep-80 

– 

1982 

– 

29.06.86 

10.07.86 

28.04.87 

L133 

7144 

BRCW 

17.07.32 

18.09.32 

– 

– 

– 

– 

21.08.59 

06.04.60 

– 

– 

4004 

4904 

Aug-60 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

28.08.64 

27.08.69 

12.03.71 

– 

Sep-80 

1982 

02.08.83 

1117 

MCCW 

31.07.28 

– 

25.08.28 

7467 

07.10.33 

29.09.34 

07.08.59 

16.02.60 

– 

– 

4005 

4905 

Aug-60 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

28.08.64 

27.08.69 

12.03.71 

– 

Sep-80 

1982 

02.08.83 

 

 

 

Left:  Unit 3908-4929-
3909 in the open 
sidings of White City 
Depot, waiting to be 
decontaminated of 
asbestos. It’s trailer 
(4929) would be 
removed and inserted 
into the chopper/FACT 
unit and 4921 would 
later replace it.  In the 
distance may be seen 
the former Central 
London Railway Wood 
Lane power station, 
which closed in March 
1928, now in use as 
part of a bus stand at 
Westfield. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

DETAILS 3906 3907 4906 4907 4927 



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Entered service Hampstead & City 

LPTB renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Transfer Northern to Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for ATO conversion 

Re-entered service Central (ATO) 

To Acton first overhaul 

Ex-Acton first overhaul 

To Acton second overhaul 

To Acton withdrawn from service 

Acton to Neasden 

Neasden to Ruislip 

Ruislip to Kings. Newmarket for scrap 

Original number 

Delivered 

Entered service Northern 

Transferred Northern to Bakerloo 

Ex-Bakerloo to Acton for conversion 

Conversion date 

Conversion number 

Acton to Hainault  

Acton to White City (asbestos) 

White City to Acton  

Acton to White City (asbestos) 

White City to Hainault  

OPO in place of ATO 

Re-entered service Central painted red 

Headlight modification 

Collision Hainaut 

Re-entered service Central 

Withdrawn from service 

Sold to Cravens Heritage Trains 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

04.10.60 

3906 

– 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

13.07.70 

12.05.71 

22.05.77 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

25.10.77 

26.05.78 

13.04.80 

30.11.80 

20.10.86 

27.05.90 

Early-91 

12.11.93 

27.04.94 

30.09.94 

25.05.95 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

04.10.60 

3907 

– 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

13.07.70 

12.05.71 

22.05.77 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

25.10.77 

26.05.78 

13.04.80 

30.11.80 

20.10.86 

27.05.90 

Early-91 

12.11.93 

27.04.94 

30.09.94 

25.05.95 

7147 

BRCW 

17.07.32 

18.09.32 

– 

– 

– 

– 

10.07.59 

28.01.60 

– 

– 

4906 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

13.07.70 

12.05.71 

– 

22.05.77 

12.07.77 

05.08.77 

25.08.77 

1104 

MCCW 

– 

– 

03.08.28 

7454 

20.10.34 

07.04.37 

21.08.59 

09.11.60 

– 

– 

4907 

28.12.60 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

13.07.70 

12.05.71 

– 

22.05.77 

12.07.77 

05.08.77 

25.08.77 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

012229 

20.02.39 

05.03.39 

08.02.51 

25.09.74 

Apr-77 

4927 

19.09.80 

– 

– 

– 

– 

20.10.86 

27.05.90 

– 

12.11.93 

27.04.94 

30.09.94 

25.05.95 

 

 

 

DETAILS 3908 3909 4908 4909 4921 



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for ATO conversion 

Re-entered service Central (ATO) 

To Acton first overhaul 

Ex-Acton first overhaul 

To Acton second overhaul 

To Acton withdrawn from service 

Acton to Ruislip 

Ruislip to Kings. Newmarket for scrap 

Original number 

Delivered 

Entered service Northern 

Ex-Acton second overhaul ‡ 

Hainault to White City (asbestos) ‡ 

Ex-Northern to Acton for conversion 

Conversion number 

Acton to Hainault  

White City to Acton  ‡ 

Acton to White City (asbestos) ‡ 

White City to Hainault  

OPO in place of ATO 

Re-entered service Central painted red 

Headlight modification 

Withdrawn from service 

Hainault to Booths, Rotherham, for scrap 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

12.11.60 

3908 

– 

20.03.61 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

21.03.68 

03.04.69 

08.10.75 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

15.08.76 

1976 

– 

– 

– 

03.07.78 

01.05.80 

22.03.81 

20.10.86 

18.04.91 

18.04.91 

25.08.94 

25.11.01 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

12.11.60 

3909 

– 

20.03.61 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

21.03.68 

03.04.69 

08.10.75 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

15.08.76 

1976 

– 

– 

– 

03.07.78 

01.05.80 

22.03.81 

20.10.86 

18.04.91 

18.04.91 

25.08.94 

25.11.01 

7126 

BRCW 

30.05.32 

19.09.32 

12.01.60 

26.08.60 

– 

– 

4908 

20.03.61 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

21.03.68 

03.04.69 

 

08.10.75 

04.12.75 

18.12.75 

7165 

GRCW 

19.04.32 

09.03.33 

12.01.60 

26.08.60 

– 

– 

4909 

20.03.61 

02.12.63 

05.04.64 

21.03.68 

03.04.69 

 

08.10.75 

04.12.75 

18.12.75 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

012366 

08.04.40 

06.05.40 

– 

– 

15.11.76 

4921 

19.09.80 

– 

– 

– 

20.10.86 

18.04.91 

– 

25.08.94 

25.11.01 

‡ Ran with trailer 4929. 

 

Left:  Fresh from heavy overhaul in 
1976, unit 3908-4929-3909 stands in 
the sidings in Acton Works prior to 
transfer back to Hainault.  One 1938 
Tube Stock trailer has replaced two 
Pre-1938 trailers.  Return to passenger 
service was short-lived as asbestos 
was found on the last six motor cars, 
which had to be decontaminated 
before going back into service. 

Photo:  Bob Greenaway/ 
LURS Collection 

DETAILS 3910 3911 4902 4903 TRC912 



Original number  

Built by 

Delivered 

Entered service Piccadilly 

Entered service Hampstead & City 

LPTB renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Transfer Morden-Edgware to Piccadilly 

Ex-Piccadilly to Acton for conversion 

Ex-conversion Acton to Ruislip 

Delivered Ruislip 

Original number 

Converted number 

Renumbered 

Date renumbered 

Entered service Central 

Out of service for Test Train work 

To service stock fleet 

To Acton first overhaul 

To Acton withdrawn  

Acton to Ruislip 

Ruislip to Birds, Long Marston, for scrap 

Original number 

Delivered 

Entered service Bakerloo 

Transferred Bakerloo to Piccadilly 

Transferred Piccadilly to Northern 

Ex-Northern to Acton for TRC conversion 

Conversion number 

Acton Works to Eastleigh for scrap 

Acton to White City (asbestos)  

White City to Acton   

Acton to White City (asbestos)  

White City to Ruislip  

Ruislip to Booths, Rotherham, for scrap 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

20.12.60 

3910 

– 

– 

– 

20.03.61 

01.01.63 

17.02.71 

04.08.77 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

26.01.78 

24.06.78 

16.11.80 

03.06.81 

26.01.83 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

20.12.60 

3911 

– 

– 

– 

20.03.61 

01.01.63 

17.02.71 

04.08.77 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

26.01.78 

24.06.78 

16.11.80 

03.06.81 

26.01.83 

7112 

BRCW 

09.05.32 

13.03.33 

– 

– 

– 

– 

07.08.59 

06.04.60 

– 

– 

4002 

4902 

Aug-60 

20.03.61 

01.01.63 

17.02.71 

– 

04.08.77 

21.12.77 

12.01.78 

1107 

MCCW 

24.07.28 

– 

13.08.28 

7457 

20.10.34 

07.04.37 

10.07.59 

09.11.60 

– 

– 

4903 

– 

– 

20.03.61 

01.01.63 

17.02.71 

– 

04.08.77 

21.12.77 

12.01.78 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

– 

012331 

15.01.40 

05.04.44 

14.12.67 

18.01.68 

14.10.74 

TRC912 

18.08.04 

Opposite:  (Top) A four-car unit has emerged from Grange Hill tunnel on 6 August 1975.  It comprises 
one of the 1927 trailers what had end single doors added on conversion to run with the 1960 Tube 
Stock. 

Photo:  Andrew Robertson 

Opposite:  (Lower) Some 19 years later and the last normal public day of service for the 1960 Tube 
Stock was on the Epping – Ongar branch on 30 September 1994, the day the branch was closed.  The 
train is seen departing from Ongar for Epping.  By then the branch was single line all the way from 
Epping – in years past there was a passing loop and goods yard at North Weald, a small goods yard at 
Blake Hall and a goods yard and sidings at Ongar.  At lower right may be seen the trainstop of the Ongar 
starting signal, which by then was controlled from Epping signal cabin. 

Photo:  LURS Collection 



 
 

 



 

Above:  The three-car unit on FACT tests passing through Woodford eastbound/outer rail which 
incorporates converted 1938 Stock trailer 4929, with a 1967 Tube Stock arriving on a shuttle from 
Hainault on the right.  The destination box reads “FACT” in a home-made fashion, to the left of which 
can just be seen the blue light fitting. 

Photo:  Brian Hardy 

Below:  Unit 3908-4921-3909 at Roding Valley on the outer rail before the fitting of high intensity 
headlights.  The Central Line name was also added to many 1962 Tube Stock trains on the car corners 
and this unit of 1960 Tube Stock has also acquired it.   

Photo:  Kim Rennie 

 

Your writer expresses his grateful thanks to Anthony Janes, Bob Yeldham and Piers Connor for help 
and contributions for this article, along with the Society’s Photographic Library Collection. 


